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There are periods as an educator that we find solace in embellishing our face with makeups, but there are also moments that we are lethargic to do so.

It is much acknowledged that teachers are the greatest visual aid in class. We are, indeed, nonpareil. Henceforth, like how we style our instructional resources and classroom space as vibrant and enjoyable as much as imaginable, likewise with our personal priming and appearance.

Shah (2012) defined physical appearance is the one aspect of any individual that impacts nature without any delinquency. Physical appearance powers the habits on how we take a gander at others and the manner in which we take a gander at ourselves.

Moreover, physical exterior is the superficial look of any human being. It is one of the most major components of a character. This is the entity that individuals take a gander at you and their opinion of you. Physical appearance has the momentous upshot on society. Physical appearance is outward and the window to your personality.

Instructor's physical appearance has an extensive impression on pupils. Just go back to our elementary days when we favored teachers who were good looking and dressed well. As youngsters, we admired them because of their pleasant superficial appearance. We concomitant their looks to their schooling performance.

So, when you feel idle putting on makeup, at least a lipstick, bear in mind that your students look upon you. It is as if you are a famous movie star in your own movie called classroom. Your appearance matters for them pertinently. So go on, wear makeup and
flaunt your beautiful face and appearance to the world. After all, when you look good, you also feel good and that feeling radiates upon your performance as educator.
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